All The Myriad Ways. Twilight hit the cutie map and rolled off to land on the ground with a thump. She had lost count of how many times it had happened now. For a pony who counted everything, that just went to show how off the rails things had gone. From the other side of the table, Spike snarked, 'Well, that didn’t work. Again.' Twilight covered her head with her hooves and groaned. This was getting ridiculous. All Starlight had to do was interact at all with Rainbow or Fluttershy or the little bullies and the timeline fell apart. Interquel of Seven Days in Sunny June, Book I. The holiday season, a time for thoughts, dreams, hopes, sorrow, regret, hope, joy, and love. Sex. Alt. Universe. OC. Other. Sunset Shimmer. All the Myriad Ways. Item Preview. remove-circle. IN COLLECTIONS. Books to Borrow. Books for People with Print Disabilities. Internet Archive Books. Uploaded by abowser on November 16, 2011. All the Myriad Ways book. Read 45 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. An early collection of short works. Includes: All the Myriad Wa... "All the Myriad Ways" is pretty ancient, by modern science fiction standards, but it's also more than that. It's one of Niven's collections of mixed fiction and commentary, science explanation, and basically "wild ideas" that he has either come up with or is happy to pass along to others. Artists' book excel in that space between public and private; they allow you to observe and engage with. Find this Pin and more on book art by Krista McCurdy. More information. Artists' Books I love the intimacy of the book form and the myriad ways it can be used to create and share meaning. I enjoy sculptural bookworks and those that can be held in the hand. Struggle though it has been, this book and I are now firm friends. I wasn't sure that was going to be the case but once I let go of the fact that although I had done a number of etchings towards this book, I need not use them in an illustrative manner but find another way of relating this story. After all, that is what these books are all about - narrative. It’s L M Art / Journal / Sketchbook / Diary - Inspiration, tutorials and tips.